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TEREX Fuchs – Your specialist for log handling
– opt for our powerful ”4”-series
In close co-operation with our customers we have developed a specially designed line of transport
& loading machines for the timber industry. Throughout the design and development process, our
engineers always keep a keen eye on the market and welcome any input from our international clientele.
Thanks to its unique design features, our ”4” SERIES log handlers are purpose built specialists in your
log yard. With these specialty log handlers, TEREX Fuchs has set a new standard for a wide range of
timber handling tasks. Loading, unloading, transport within the mill yard and from remote storage to
mill can all be done more efficiently with a TEREX Fuchs log handler.
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2004: TEREX Fuchs MHL 464 wheeled log loading machine

1985:  FUCHS 713 wheeled log loading machine

MHL 434 MHL 464

MHL 464MHL 460
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The Story of FUCHS
The foundation of FUCHS dates way back
to 1888 when Johannes Fuchs, a pioneer-
ing blacksmith, started making sophisti-
cated farming equipment.
Soon after the introduction of its first loading
machines in 1950, FUCHS’ 301 cable-
operated excavator was the company’s first
real success story. Offering a broad range
of mountable attachments, the FUCHS’
301 sold more than 15,000 times.
In 1971 FUCHS started developing loading
machines, excavators, and cranes for serial
production. Outstanding for their hydrau-
lically height-adjustable cabin, today’s
models still guarantee the same excellent
visibility as those early machines.
Today’s product range comprises loading
machines with operating weights of 19 t
to 66 t. FUCHS’ innovative equipment is
geared to four key markets: port, timber,
recycling, and scrap. Numerous features
make our loading machines true specia-
lists and all-rounders for the material-
handling industry.
2002 was the next milestone in the history
of FUCHS, which has been an affiliate of
the SCHAEFF Group since 1985. After
the SCHAEFF Group’s acquisition by the
US TEREX Corporation, based in Westport,
Connecticut, FUCHS became part of one
of the world’s leading companies in the
construction equipment industry.
TEREX Corporation is a diversified global
manufacturer. Renowned brands such
as COMEDIL, O&K MINING, DEMAG, or
FERMEC all belong to the product port-
folio of this global player.
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Excellent all-round view
The unique rear boom base of the MHL 434 and MHL 464 ensures an unobstructed view of your entire work
area. So you can take full advantage of your yard's storage capacities and make stacking much more efficient.

MHL 434 – The nimble all-rounder

• Separate cooling system
• Comfort cabin with perfect all-round visibility
• Air conditioning as a standard feature
• 7 powerful xenon headlights
• Symmetrical chassis with a width of 3 metres
• Unique rear boom base for optimum view
• Central lubricating system for superstructure as

a standard feature
• Joystick steering and steering direction reversal as

standard features
• Reinforced steel structure to protect key components

MHL 464 –
for economical long-term operation

• Separate cooling system
• Comfort cabin with perfect all-round visibility
• Unique rear boom base for optimum view
• Damping system for work attachments as

a standard feature
• Air conditioning as a standard feature
• 9 powerful xenon headlights
• Hose-rupture valves on lift cylinders as a standard feature
• Central lubricating system for superstructure as

a standard feature
• Central lubricating system with central grease nipple

integrated in chassis as a standard feature
• Joystick steering and steering direction reversal

as standard features
• Symmetrical chassis with a width of 3.6 metres
• Reinforced steel structure to protect key components
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MHL 460: One machine for three jobs
The MHL 460 will make your long-distance log yard operations more economical, as it enables one driver to perform three jobs:
loading wood onto the machine's trailer, driving the loaded machine over long distances and unloading the wood into the
feeding device.

MHL 460 – strong transport performance

• Separate cooling system
• Hydraulically height-adjustable comfort cabin 
• Air conditioning as a standard feature
• 5 powerful xenon headlights
• Central lubricating system for superstructure (as standard)
• Reinforced steel structure to protect key components



Always on the move
The undercarriages of our machines are specially
designed for the needs of the wood industry. Special
axles for driving operation and extra-wide under-
carriages ensure high load-bearing capacities and
transport performance. The compact design of the
machine allows for low-effort manoeuvring even in
narrow lanes. An additional steel structure effectively
protects the drive against damage.

Concentrated power
All TEREX Fuchs machines are driven by powerful Deutz diesel engines
that comply with the latest emission standards, while offering unsur-
passed fuel economy. Thanks to their low engine speed (2,000 rpm) and
generous sound insulation, noise levels are reduced to a minimum.
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Everything under control
An extensive range of timber grabs is available for our wheeled
log handling and loading machines. Depending on the kind of
application and machine seize we recommend grab sizes from
0,8 m2 (8.6 sq ft) up to 3.2 m2  (34 sq ft).

Enjoy the ride!
The MHL 434 and MHL 464
feature proportional joystick
steering and steering direc-
tion reversal to make them
even more operator-friendly
and efficient.
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Enjoy the ride!
The MHL 434 and MHL 464
feature proportional joystick
steering and steering direc-
tion reversal to make them
even more operator-friendly
and efficient.

Everything under control
An extensive range of timber grabs is available for our wheeled
log handling and loading machines. Depending on the kind of
application and machine seize we recommend grab sizes from
0,8 m2 (8.6 sq ft) up to 3.2 m2  (34 sq ft).

Always in the limelight
The standard versions of our wheeled wood handling
and loading machines are equipped with a powerful
lighting system for efficient operations at any time
of day and, especially, night. Strong xenon head-
lights illuminate the all-round work area to daylight
brightness.

Separate cooling system
Our wheeled log loading machines all feature separate
cooling systems for optimum cooling performance.
Cleaning operations are minimised by the wide mesh
design and can easily be effected from ground level.

Dual support cylinder attachment
Dual support cylinder attachments are more stable
and reliable in long-term, heavy-duty operation.
In addition, the spherical bearings on the hydraulic
cylinders extend service life.

Type Grab size (sqm/sq ft)     Weight (kg/lbs)

0.80/8.6        1540/3,395
1.00/10.7        1620/3,571
1.25/13.4        1680/3,703
1.50/16.1        1730/3,814
1.75/18.8        1790/3,946

1.25/13.4        2090/4,607
1.50/16.1        2150/4,739
1.75/18.8        2240/4,938
2.00/21.5        2350/5,180
2.50/26.9        2550/5,621

 2.50/26.9        2340/5,158
3.00/32.3        2490/5,489

   3.20/34.4        2580/5,687

Light weight and
bypass grapples

 Medium weight
 pulp wood grapples

 Heavy duty
 pulp wood grapples
 with chains
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TEREX Fuchs loading machines for log handling
With our log loading machines you are always on the road to success on your log
yard – no matter what tricky transport, loading or sorting tasks you face.
TEREX Fuchs competitive edge in material handling offers lots of advantages for
sawmills, paper mills and log yards. Ask the log handling specialists at TEREX Fuchs
to help you size up the right TEREX Fuchs log handler that best meets your specific
needs.


